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Stitch erosion of small bowel: a rare delayed and avoidable 
complication of laparotomy
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Introduction 

Incorporation of a loop of bowel to a stitch is a devastating 

complication that could occur during abdominal wall closure. 

This is a condition that usually presents in the early post-

operative period as an abdominal wall abscess or 

enterocutaneous fistula with varying degrees of sepsis. 

A mass related to the surgical site with evidence of 

inflammation that is actually due to stitch erosion of small 

bowel from an operation performed three decades ago is a 

phenomenon that is not reported in literature according to the 

author's knowledge. However, delayed erosion of bowel 

caused by prosthetic mesh is a recognized entity that is 

reported in the literature (1)

Case presentation

We report a case of 73 years old female presenting with a 

painful mass around the umbilicus for 3 months duration, 

which was initially diagnosed as an incisional hernia 

ultrasonically. She gives a history of trans-abdominal 

hysterectomy and bilateral salphingo-oophorectomy for a 

benign fibroid disease through a midline laparotomy. 

Following that she had an uneventful recovery with no 

surgical site infection. The mass which developed around 

umbilicus almost 3 decades later, was gradually progressive 

with signs of inflammation. 

Contrast enhanced CT abdomen showed an abscess in the 

subcutaneous tissues of the anterior abdominal wall 

communicating with a loop of the small bowel. 

Elective exploratory laparotomy revealed an abdominal wall 

abscess with densely adhered small bowel to the previous scar 

and fistulation with abscess cavity. [Figure 2] Abscess was 

drained and the fistulated small bowel segment was 

completely excised with an end to end anastomosis of healthy 
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small bowel ends. As the rectus sheath edges were healthy 

primary abdominal closure was done with a polydiaxanone 

suture. The skin was loosely approximated over a corrugated 

rubber drain. She had an uneventful post-operative period 

with no surgical site infection.
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Figure 1. CECT abdomen showing an abscess in the 

subcutaneous tissues of the anterior abdominal wall 

communicating with a loop of small bowel (arrow). 

 Figure 2. Densely adhered small bowel to the previous 

scar and fistulation (forceps)
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This case highlights the value of the use of long term 

absorbable sutures rather than non-absorbable sutures in the 

closure of abdominal wall defects as recommended by 

European Hernia Society guidelines, 2015 in abdominal wall 

closure(2). On a different note, during abdominal wall 

closure, placement of omentum as a barrier between the 

abdominal wall and bowel is of potential use in preventing 

adhesions forming between the scar and bowel.

All authors disclose no conflict of interest. The study was conducted 

in accordance with the ethical standards of the relevant institutional 

or national ethics committee and the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, as 

revised in 2000.
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Histology of the small bowel segment showed chronic 

nonspecific inflammation only.  

Discussion

Although at presentation our patient's problem was clinically 

suspected as an incisional hernia, the use of cross sectional 

imaging in the workup highlights its value in picking up an 

unexpected significant finding. This helped in the delineation 

of its anatomy for accurate surgical planning. An unplanned 

exploration in our patient would have led to the formation of 

an enterocutaneous fistula leading to more than a single 

operation to solve the problem.

As the histology of the excised segment of bowel showed 

non-specific inflammation only, conditions such as Cohn's 

disease of the small bowel can be ruled out. It is, therefore, 

most likely caused by stitch erosion of small bowel leading to 

a concealed collection; an enterocutaneous fistula in 

evolution. The question here is why was it silent for thirty 

years? Did the injury take place three decades ago? The most 

probable explanation is that the non-absorbable stitch acting 

as a foreign body eroded through the bowel wall three 

decades after the initial operation as a result of being in very 

close proximity to the bowel. There was no other local or 

systemic evidence of sepsis as it was well concealed. 
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Learning  Points:

Ÿ Incorporation of a loop of bowel to a stitch during abdominal wall closure is a devastating complication that usually presents 

in the early post-operative period as an abdominal wall abscess or enterocutaneous fistula. However, it is important to 

remember that a stitch erosion of small bowel following open surgery can present even many decades later as a painful mass.

Ÿ This study highlights the value of using long term absorbable sutures rather than non-absorbable sutures in the closure of 

abdominal wall defects.
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